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SPIN BY LARS VEJEN FOR HAGS.
In collaboration with Danish designer Lars Vejen, HAGS presents a new bench for public and private 
spaces. Spin is a sleek bench that can be used both outdoors and indoors. The back and arm rests are 
made from one piece of laser-cut sheet steel. 

– I appreciate HAGS’ desire to produce furniture of the highest quality. Each piece is made to last over 
time, even in our harsh Scandinavian climate. It’s very inspiring to be a part of the design process, says 
Lars Vejen.

A meeting point.

The Spin bench can be used as a solitaire or in groups. The 950 mm (37.4”) wide seat creates an 
inviting recreational spot for two. 

– Spin provides a place for social interaction between friends, sweethearts or a parent with a child, says 
Lars Vejen.

The bench comes with a fixed stand or with a stand that rotates 360 ˚. The rotating stand allows 
users to choose in which direction they want to sit. They can turn towards or against different views or 
weather elements like the sun or the wind. Users can also choose to interact with others or turn away 
for a private chat. The fixed stand is recommended when the bench is placed close to a wall or fixed 
object. 

Design options.

The HAGS Spin is available in design and color combinations for any public space.

The metal parts are galvanized or powder coated in dark gray. The seat is made of pine and treated 
with dark brown linseed oil that ages beautifully.

In addition to these options, the metal can also be powder coated in any RAL or NCS color. The seat 
can be powder coated or treated with pigmented linseed oil in silver gray or tar black.

Spin is manufactured by HAGS in Aneby, south Sweden. The organization handles daily requests 
regarding unique design options and the production facility is adapted to produce customer-specific 
products cost-effectively.

– A Spin bench completely painted in black would look very nice adjacent to a black building. In indoor 
environments, foyers or hallways, the Spin seat could even be upholstered with leather, says Lars 
Vejen.
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For more information, please contact: Bo Göransson, Concept Developer HAGS 
Phone: +46 (0) 705-977 452 , E-mail: b.goransson@hags.se

HAGS is a global company with a product offering that stretches over an extensive range – for play, sports 

and other outdoor recreation – designed for people of all ages. For a complete presentation of the range, visit 

www.hags.com. 

Lars Vejen is a furniture designer, educated at Aarhus School of Architecture, Denmark. He works with  

furniture design and interior projects at one of the leading architectural firms in Scandinavia, schmidt  

hammer lassen. 


